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I was looking for a bit of an uplift, and Eric found one. Sam
Patten's sentencing memos. Patten is basically Manafort-
lite - worked in Ukrain for pro RU party, partnered with
Konstantin Kilimnik. BUT HE COOPERATED FULLY
WHEN CAUGHT.

Document: W. Samuel Patten Sentencing Memoranda
W. Samuel Patten's legal team has filed a sentencing memorandum with the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia seeking no prison time for their
client. Patten pleaded guilty in Au…

https://www.lawfareblog.com/document-w-samuel-patten-sentencing-memoranda

Eric Garland
@ericgarland

The media is still blowing it: This sentencing memo from Sam 
Patten SCREAM COLLUSION, CONSPIRACY, AND RUSSIA. 

documentcloud.org/documents/5798…
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1,050 people are talking about this

DEFENDANT W SAMUEL PATTEN’S MEMORANDUM in AID of …
Source document contributed to DocumentCloud by Mikhaila Fogel
(The Lawfare Institute).
documentcloud.org
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Patten's "cooperation was immediate, and his assistance substantial." He met with

investigators 9 times and was fully honest.

And there's this little nugget: "Patten facilitated the purchase of $50,000 worth of

tickets to events associated with the Presidential inauguration in January, 2017.

Patten used a straw purchaser ... to conceal the fact that the money was provided by a

Ukranian national...."

Patten put Ukraninian money into inauguration "knowing that there was a restriction

on foreign donations to the inauguration." I wonder who in the Trump Inauguration

committee knew? You don't dump money without making sure Trump knows where

it's coming from.

These pleadings are not signed by Mueller's office, they are signed by the US Attorney

for DC a trial attorney from the US DOJ National Security Division. They were signed

today, April 8, SO PROSECUTION IS ONGOING.


